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PROGRESS CONTINUES FOR MISSOURI DOGS

Puppy Mills Steadily Decline

Address Service Requested

The number of commercial dog breeders
in Missouri continues to decline as more
and more breeders have surrendered their
licenses or have been forced to close. The
latest figures from the state reveal that from
January 2009, until the present, there has
been a 40% decrease in the number of
licensed commercial dog breeders in the
state of Missouri. As we reported previously,
this decrease is a remarkable occurrence
that can be attributed to many factors including increased public awareness of the issue
brought about by the Prop B campaign and
the increased enforcement efforts by the Department of Agriculture under Direct Hagler
and at the direction of Governor Nixon. The
recent passage of the Canine Cruelty
Prevention Act has, also, no doubt, been
a major reason for these closures.
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...cont’d from front page

tracking down unlicensed breeders. Since
its inception, Operation Bark Alert has been
responsible for the rescue of more than
5,500 dogs.

Public Awareness Helps
Decrease Puppy Mills

Increased national awareness of puppy
mills and where pet store puppies come
from is also making a considerable difference here in Missouri. Consumer outrage
over sick puppies purchased from pet
stores, combined with the educational work
of dedicated animal advocates across the
country, has raised the public’s knowledge
of puppy mills and has brought needed attention to the issue. As the public becomes
more aware of the conditions under which
many pet store puppies are raised, pet
stores have come under pressure to change
their business practices. Now that USDA
inspection reports are online, it is easy to
learn the conditions of the breeding facilities
where pet store puppies come from. In addition, it makes it easier to trace the origin of
sick puppies sold in pet stores. Several animal welfare groups have even documented
the conditions at many breeding facilities
with photographs and videos and trace the
puppies to specific pet stores across the

country. Such exposes, along with reports
from consumers who purchased sick puppies, have led to protests and media stories
exposing the pet stores who deal with such
disreputable breeders. Far too often, such
exposes and sick puppies were traced
back to Missouri breeders.
As a result, numerous pet stores have
been listening to these concerns and have
stopped selling puppies. Some have even
partnered with local shelters and rescues
in helping to adopt out puppies. PetSmart
and Petco have longed refused to sell puppies and have often worked with rescues
and shelters in adopting out dogs and cats.
Recently, however, many additional pet
stores and even entire chains of stores have
pledged not to sell puppies from commercial breeders. PJ Pets, which is the largest
pet store chain in Canada with 41 stores,
announced this past October its decision to
stop selling puppies and instead will make
space available for pet adoption organizations. This is truly significant as PJ’s has
long purchased many of their puppies from
Missouri dog brokers and breeders.
Jack’s Pets, which owns and operates 27
stores throughout the Midwest, also recently
announced their decision to stop selling

puppies and will instead start working with
shelters and rescue organizations to offer
in-store pet adoptions. Numerous smaller
chains and individual pet stores in the East
and in California have also recently made
the decision to stop the sale of puppies.
The Irvine Company, owner of shopping
centers in Orange County, California implemented a policy against leasing or renewing
leases to pet stores who retail dogs and
cats.
Most notable, Macerich, which is one of the
largest owners of shopping centers in the
country, is in the process of banning the
sale of dogs in all of its 84 shopping malls
across the country. They have pledged not
to renew the leases of existing pet stores
that sell dogs and cats. Interestingly, Macerich owns some of the most high profile
malls in the country which have pet stores
that sell puppies from notorious dog breeders here in Missouri.
Macerich officials have said they are proud
of their ban and hope to demonstrate that
“animal welfare is good business.” Without
a doubt it means less puppy mill suffering in
Missouri.

We believe this dramatic decrease in commercial breeders indicates that many of
these breeders were in the dog business for
a quick buck and had little concern for the
welfare of their dogs. Once they realized that
they would now have to provide a semblance
of humaneness to their dogs, as required by
the new law, many chose to get out of the
business. Effective January 1st, the breeders were required to double the living space
for their dogs in addition to providing each
dog with a hands-on veterinary examination.
State officials expect 200 more commercial
dog breeders to be closing up in the next few
months. It is anticipated that by year end,
there will be one-half less breeders than were
in operation in January 2009.

Missouri Department of
Agriculture Increases
Enforcement Efforts

A lot of credit goes to the state department of
agriculture which has dramatically stepped
up enforcement efforts of the Animal Care
Facilities Act as well as the new Canine
Cruelty Prevention Act. The department has
recently hired more inspectors, four more
than in 2008, and added an investigator and
a full-time veterinarian. More importantly, the
Department under the leadership of Dr. Jon
Hagler has noticeably re-focused its efforts
on making the welfare of the dogs a priority.
These efforts have resulted in a substantial
increase in the number of inspections and an
85% increase in number of citations. Such
actions are responsible for the closure of

many inhumane puppy mills.

United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA) Increases
Enforcement Efforts

The USDA has also significantly stepped
up enforcement efforts of the federal Animal
Welfare Act here in the state of Missouri.
These efforts are also resulting in many federally licensed facilities closing up operations.
USDA officials have made it clear to the dog
breeders that USDA is now in “enforcement”
mode and will no longer be tolerant of failures
to comply with the law. In the past, USDA
has attempted to persuade and/or educate

In response to the Alliance’s request for
USDA to increase the number of inspections
of federally licensed breeding facilities in
Missouri, Dr. Gipson recently informed the
Alliance that USDA has made Missouri a
priority state and that USDA will be sending
more inspectors to Missouri in 2012.

USDA Plans To Regulate All
Large Dog Breeders

Dr. Gipson also told the Alliance that by the
end of the year, USDA will be issuing new
rules that will require dog breeders who sell
multiple puppies over the Internet to be federally licensed and regulated by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. This will be the first
time that retail sellers of dogs will be required
to meet federal humane standards of care
for their dogs. Currently, Internet sellers are
exempt from the federal Animal Welfare Act
which only covers breeders for the wholesale
market such as those who breed dogs for
pet stores. This is a significant development
as many wholesale breeders have merely
switched to selling over the Internet to avoid
federal regulations and inspections.

State Attorney General Begins
to Prosecute Substandard &
Unlicensed Breeders
substandard breeders towards compliance
with mandatory standards of care. This
policy has now been changed and breeders
are being told to improve the care of their
dogs or face the consequences.
Dr. Chester Gipson, who is responsible for
the enforcement of the federal Animal Welfare
Act nationwide, flew into Missouri to meet
with dog breeders here and inform them
that the Department would exercise its full
authority against those breeders who refused
to comply with federal humane standards of
care. He explained that the days of simply
educating breeders with little or no consequences for violations are over. He emphasized that “now our first focus is the welfare
of the animals.” One USDA inspector told the
200 plus breeders in attendance that if they
truly want to rid themselves of the moniker of
“puppy mill” they need to stop confining their
dogs in tiny crates. He stated that the new
law here in Missouri will help accomplish that
change.

Attorney General Chris Koster’s newly created Canine Cruelty Prevention Unit has been
extremely successful in prosecuting substandard dog breeders as well as prosecuting
those breeders who are operating without
a license. While these actions have closed
down many inhumane puppy mills, such
actions have additionally had a widespread
effect on other breeders in the state. These
prosecutions have encouraged many other
substandard breeders into surrendering their
licenses once they realized that there are
significant consequences for non-compliance
with the laws and regulations protecting their
breeding dogs. According to state officials,
they have witnessed numerous kennels closing down after each of these prosecutions.
The prosecution of unlicensed breeders has
also sent a clear message that breeders
should not consider simply surrendering their
licenses while continuing to stay in operation.
An effort against unlicensed breeders has
been greatly enhanced with the Operation
Bark Alert program established by the Missouri Department of Agriculture in 2009. This
program has placed increased emphasis on
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I would like to take this opportunity to recognize the past president of the Board of the
Alliance, Dan Mickelson, who has recently
stepped down as president. Dan’s leadership,
dedication and executive skills were instrumental in transforming the Alliance
into a more potent advocacy
organization. Much of our
recent success for the animals
is a result of the invaluable
FUNDING
direction that Dan has provided
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At the same time I would like
to welcome our new president,
Dale Lindhorst. Dale came
to the Board in 2010. His
financial management experience and his enthusiasm and
dedication to animal welfare
are great assets to the orDale & Misty
ganization. We look forward
to great achievements for the animals under
Dale’s leadership.
As we reported on the front page, we are making progress on the puppy mill problem that
has plagued this state for decades. While we
are grateful for these gains, we must continue
our efforts and never give up the fight until all
the dogs in the state are afforded humane care.
We must be especially vigilant against efforts
by dog breeders to weaken our new laws and
regulations, as demonstrated by their unsuccessful attempt to water down the requirement
for a physical examination (see box next page).
Realizing that attempts to go back on their
word by trying to weaken the Canine Cruelty
Prevention Act have not been well received, the
commercial dog breeders are now attempting
to target our general anti-cruelty laws. We urge
you, therefore, to continue to make contact with
your legislators and state officials to ensure
that all animals receive needed protection from
abuse and neglect in the state.
It is often difficult for those who care about
animals to compete with businesses that profit
monetarily from the abuse of animals. These
commercial entities are greatly motivated in
their efforts to influence legislators and government officials as the industry participants stand
to gain financially from their efforts. You can be
assured that those in the industry will always
find the time to write and visit with their legislators in an effort to influence them on animal
issues.
In recent years, however, because of your efforts and the efforts of animal advocates across
the country, there has been a ground swell of
support from the public to counter industry
efforts to continue to exploit animals. This is

especially true on the puppy
mill issue. One of the surprising results of this effort at the
national level is the complete
turnaround on the part of the
U. S. Department of Agriculture. As reported previously
in The Alliance Speaks (Summer 2010) the
USDA historically has been extremely lax in its
enforcement of the federal Animal Welfare Act.
It was even the subject of a very critical report
by its own Office of Inspector General (OIG) in
2010. This OIG report documented grave failures of USDA inspectors to cite major violations
at substandard breeding facilities including
walking by and ignoring dying dogs.
So what has been the reason for this complete
change in attitude by USDA officials? The simple answer is public awareness and resultant
pressure on public officials. In the past few
years we have seen national publicity on the
issue by shows like Oprah. Much credit has to
go to Main Line Animal Rescue, a Philadelphia
area animal rescue organization, which was
not only responsible for the Oprah show on
puppy mills but has taken out billboard signs in
Times Square, full page newspaper ads in the
Washington Post, and even a wraparound ad
on a public bus in Washington DC (see below).
All of these advertisements criticized USDA for
not vigorously enforcing the federal regulations
on commercial dog breeders. As one high
ranking USDA official told me, “I can assure
you, based on the volume of phone calls and
letters to our office from the Hill (congressional
offices), every member of Congress must have
seen that bus.” He further affirmed that, “we
take our marching orders from Congress so
we will be enforcing the law and regulations on
dog breeders…we have no choice.”
This should serve as a lesson that we can
make a difference if we persevere in our efforts.
We need to continue to spread the word and
continue to educate our legislators on animal
issues. All of our recent achievements for the
animals here in Missouri are a result of your
support and commitment. I extend my sincere
appreciation for all your hard work and ask that
you persist in your efforts. We are making a
difference.
Thanks,
Bob Baker
If you ever have any questions, comments,
or suggestions, please do not hesitate to
contact me directly at director@maal.org or
(314) 361-3944

ARE LIONS, TIGERS AND BEARS

PROTECTED IN MISSOURI

Large Carnivore Act – First Step Towards Regulating Exotic Animals In Our State
No doubt, you have heard about the owner of an Ohio exotic animal
farm who released numerous wild animals from their pens before
taking his own life. Tragically, over fifty of these animals, including 18
rare Bengal tigers, 17 lions, and 8 bears were subsequently shot and
killed by local law enforcement officials.
The owner of this exotic animal farm had been in trouble in the past
for allowing his animals to roam free and also for mistreating them.
He had a prior cruelty conviction and was recently released from
prison for a felony firearms possession. It was alleged that the owner
housed his animals in small pens and kept them in poor condition
and fed his lions meat from malnourished horses. Reuters reported,
“ ‘When he was charged with animal neglect, there were complaints
that he wasn’t feeding his horses enough, and then when they would
die he would feed them to the lions’, said Larry Hostetler, executive director of the Muskingum County Animal Shelter. ‘We’ve been
trying to get him shut down since 2003,’ Hostetler said, adding that
authorities had made several visits to the farm since 2004 and found
underfed animals with open sores.”
The Alliance has been contacted by many people who have been
horrified by this calamity. Several have asked if something similar
could happen here in Missouri.
Until recently, this would have been a very real possibility. Not only
was Missouri the puppy mill capital of the country, it had also become one of the few remaining jurisdictions where the exotic animal
trade was allowed to thrive. For several years, the Alliance worked
with former State Representative Mike Sutherland (R-99) and State
Senator Tom Dempsey (R-23) to establish some meaningful laws
and regulations governing ownership of large carnivores in Missouri.
Finally, during the 2010 legislative session, the Alliance helped to
pass the Large Carnivore Act (LCA). This law requires anyone who
owns, breeds, possesses, or transports a large carnivore on or
after January 1, 2012, to obtain a permit from the Missouri Department of Agriculture and to maintain liability insurance. Verification of
insurance must be provided annually. The LCA (Section 578.600 578.624 RSMO) includes the following protections for the animals:
• Requires the Department of Agriculture to enforce the provisions of
the Act to ensure that owners of such animals “practice best 		
husbandry and health care protocols to ensure the humane and safe
treatment of large carnivores on behalf of their physical well being.”
• Requires owners of large carnivores to provide their animals with
adequate care and treatment, as established by USDA, in the areas
of housing, handling, transportation, sanitation, nutrition, water,
general husbandry, veterinary care, and protection from extreme
weather and temperature.
• Prohibits the issuance of a permit to own or possess a large carnivore to anyone who has “been found guilty of, or pled guilty to, a
violation of any state or local law prohibiting neglect or mistreatment
of any animal...”

• Prohibits the issuance of a permit to anyone who has any type of
felony conviction within the previous ten years.
Assuming adequate oversight, the above prohibitions would have
prevented the Ohio owner from possessing a large carnivore based
on his felony firearms conviction and his conviction for animal cruelty.
Interestingly, Missouri’s LCA also prohibits law enforcement officials
from randomly hunting down and shooting free-roaming carnivores.
The Act requires that the officer observes, or has reason to believe,
that the large carnivore is actually “chasing, attacking, injuring, or killing” a human being or another animal before killing the carnivore.
We believe Missouri’s law finally offers some significant protection to
large cats and bears held in captivity while simultaneously protecting
the public. This new law will hopefully preclude tragedies similar to
the mistreatment and eventual slaughter of dozens of exotic animals
which occurred in Ohio.
While the LCA establishes significant improvements towards the humane care of large cats and bears, it still allows for private ownership
of wild animals. The Act also does not cover other exotic species
such as primates and other wild animals that people have acquired
which require highly specialized care and expertise (see Legislative
Update, page 3, SB 666). However, we have made important strides
in our efforts to protect lions, tigers, jaguars, leopards, cheetahs and
bears being kept in captivity by private owners throughout the state.
The Large Carnivore Act is a valuable first-step towards protecting all
exotic animals in Missouri.

Join us for Humane Day at
the Capitol
Wednesday, April 18, 10AM-2PM
Third Floor Rotunda

Animal welfare organizations and individual animal welfare
advocates are encouraged to attend. This is an opportunity for all
attendees to meet with their legislators on animal bills pending in
the legislature and network with other supporters.
Currently, there are 25 animal-related bills pending in the
legislature. Unfortunately, many of these bills are harmful. We
really need your help this year in Jefferson City to protect the
animals.
For more information, contact Amy at mail@maal.org or
Diann at 314-361-3944.
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Open Your Heart was held on Sunday, February 19, at a new venue, Lucas Park
Grille (downtown). This year’s theme was Mardi Gras, complete with plenty of beads, masks, and Cajun food choices! Early in the evening, guests mingled around the silent auction tables, while others
enjoyed conversation with fellow animal lovers partaking of good food and drink. Alliance President
Dale Lindhorst addressed the crowd followed by Executive Director Bob Baker and celebrity guest
Annemarie Lucas. Attorney General Chris Koster stopped by to update everyone on actions taken by
his office on the puppy mill issue (see below). The evening concluded after the live auction that
included stuffed animals representing past and present legislative efforts by the
Alliance. Our heartfelt thanks to everyone who helped make this event so
successful, especially the following generous sponsors: Carol House Furniture,
Joe Hanon, Kaplan Real Estate, Joe and Gwenn Mathews,
David and Kelly Backes, Van and Marion Black, Nancy
Grove, Dale and TJ Lindhorst, Mary Massey, Dan and Sandy
Mickelson, Suzanne Phelan, and Helix Realty.

Mardi Growl Maskgrrrade 2012 –
A Ball for All

Where would you expect to have an evening of jazz music, street entertainment, creole food,
palm readers and a rip-roarin’ party? Well, Kansas City, of course, at Mardi Growl 2012!
Sponsored by Ron Berg Event Space and Roger and Gloria Crouch, this 4th annual event
was the biggest and best party yet to benefit the work of the Alliance. Special thanks goes
to Reunion Jazz for their musical entertainment, Beth Byrd for her mime performance, Todd
Lagessie for his balloon art, Sister Act Face Painting, and palm readers Kate Sinnett and
Audrey Hazzard for creating the New Orleans street party atmosphere. Patrons laissez les
bontemps rouller as they bid on over 100 silent and live auction packages, led by auctioneer
extraordinaire Terry DaVolt.
Food and drink rivaling the French Quarter was provided by Cajun Cabin, Jazz Lousiana Kitchen, Rimann Liquor, Boulevard Brewing, Chocolate Expressions, Michael Lazar, Janette Boehm
and Carolyn Carey of Century 21 All Pro, Nellie’s Sweets, and Poppin’ Joe’s Kettle Korn.
The evening culminated in crowning two very deserving animal welfare advocates as King
and Queen of the Ball. Michael Lazar was crowned as king for his years of work as an animal
advocate and his personal commitment to living a lifestyle that is consistent with this philosophy. Virginia Keithley was crowned as queen for her work as
a founding member of TARA and her continued commitment to
this animal rescue organization.
Photography provide by Lyndall
Blake and Shot Bee Photography.
Mark your calendars for
our 5th Annual Mardi Growl
on February 8, 2013.
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Attorney General Koster
speaks to Alliance
supporters at
“Open Your Heart”
event in St. Louis
Attorney General Chris Koster continues his
aggressive enforcement of the new Canine
Cruelty Prevention Act as well as the Animal
Care Facilities Act. The Attorney General’s Office
has recently shut down a licensed commercial
dog breeder, closed an unlicensed dog breeding
facility, and entered a consent judgment against
another disreputable facility.
In cooperation with the Department of Agriculture, Koster has made cracking down on substandard and inhumane dog breeders a priority
in his office.
“We have an obligation to protect the wellbeing of animals, and Missouri has recognized
that obligation
by passing laws
outlining acceptable standards for
pet breeders and
commercial pet
dealers,” Koster
said. “This office
will continue to
see that those
laws are enforced.”

LEGISLATIVE UPDATE

Shelter Taxes, Primates, & Dog Fighting Are All Focus of Missouri Legislature
HB 1654 & HB 1934 - Several significant bills have been introduced in
the 2012 legislative session to help the animals. Two pieces of animal
friendly legislation announced this session were HB 1654 by Representative Jeanne Kirkton (D-Webster Groves) and HB 1934 by Representative Noel Torpey (R-Independence). Both of these bills would
eliminate license fees on non-profit shelters and rescue groups.
These charitable entities have been exempt from paying a license fee
in the past in recognition of their important role of keeping stray animals
off the streets and protecting the public from disease and other health
problems that result from the irresponsible acts of others. Unfortunately, in 2010, the legislature extended fees for commercial breeders
and kennels to non-profit animal shelters. HB 1654 & HB 1934 would
reverse this onerous tax and would once again exempt shelters and
rescues which provide a community service. This will allow such entities
to dedicate all of their assets to the care of animals.
HB 1934 also contains language that would address the issue of
individuals selling dogs for a profit and claiming to be a rescue. Rep.
Torpey’s bill would give the Director of Agriculture the authority to deny
or revoke a license of any animal shelter, “if it is determined by the
Director that the applicant or the licensee unreasonably profits from
the charges for adoption or sale of the animals.” Hopefully, this will
help rein in the problem of unscrupulous breeders and sellers of dogs
masquerading as rescues.
We commend Representative Kirkton and Representative Torpey for
introducing legislation to relieve shelters and rescue from these taxes.
At press time, HB 1654 and HB 1934 were passed out of the House
Ways and Means Committee.
SB 666 - Senator Keaveny (D-St. Louis) has introduced the Nonhuman
Primate Act (SB 666) which will require owners of large primates
such as chimpanzees, orangutans, gorillas and apes to register and
obtain a permit for that animal and have the animal micro chipped, examined by a veterinarian, provided humane treatment, and be inspected by the Department of Agriculture to ensure enforcement. SB 666 is
an effort to expand the Large Carnivore Act and extend protection
to primates as well as to lions, tigers, and bears.
SB 903 - Senator Lamping (R - St. Louis) has introduced legislation
to strengthen Missouri’s laws against dog fighting. One of the
largest impediments to suppressing dog fighting in the state is the
problem of what to do with the fighting dogs seized during
the investigations and raids of dog fights. Currently, state prosecu-

tors can seek a disposition hearing for animals that have been cruelly
treated and subsequently seized by law enforcement officials. A judge
can order such animals to be surrendered to the appropriate animal
control authority or an animal shelter. This ensures that the animals will
not remain in the control of those who have abused or neglected them
and expedites their adoption into good homes. Unfortunately, the law
authorizing a disposition hearing does not apply to dogs abused in
the vicious sport of dog fighting since our law against dog fighting
is in a different section of the state’s anti-cruelty codes.
In the absence of a disposition hearing, animal shelters and municipalities have to bear the cost of housing fighting dogs indefinitely until a
defendant can be prosecuted in criminal court. The criminal process
can drag on for months and even years. Municipalities and animal
shelters can’t afford to house seized fighting dogs on a long term basis.
Defendants are aware of this and many seek continuances hoping the
authorities will drop the charges against them in an effort to escape the
mounting bills for housing and caring for such animals. Dogs utilized
by dog fighters have to be housed individually and with special care
and frequently require extensive veterinary care and long periods of
rehabilitation. The animals can suffer additional stress from prolonged
confinement.
The inability of shelters and local governments to house and care for
fighting dogs for an indefinite period of time has prevented authorities
from investigating dog fighting. Law enforcement officials know they
have no place to house fighting dogs and are discouraged from following leads of dog fighting activity.
Senator Lamping’s bill would extend disposition hearings to dog
fighting victims and provide an expeditious disposition of these
dogs so they can be rehabilitated and placed in loving homes. We
are confident that passage of SB 903 will increase law enforcement
activity against dog fighting and Missouri will be able to rid itself of
this barbaric activity. At press time, SB 903 was passed out of the
Senate Judiciary Committee.
SB 566 - Senator Brown (R-Rolla) has introduced a bill mandating rabies vaccination for dogs and cats by a veternarian. At press time, SB
566 has passed the Senate.

CALL FOR ACTION: PLEASE CONTACT YOUR STATE
SENATOR AND REPRESENATIVE AND ASK THAT THEY
SUPPORT THESE IMPORTANT BILLS.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE REQUIRES HANDS-ON
VETERINARY EXAMINATION OF BREEDING DOGS

The new regulations to fully implement the Canine Cruelty Prevention Act (CCPA) have been finalized and contain the following definition for
examination: “Examination means a complete physical evaluation from head to tail of a covered dog or cat by a licensed veterinarian to
include auscultation, palpation, and a visual inspection in which the heart rate, respiratory rate, breeding soundness, and the results of
palpation are assessed and recorded as indicated on the forms provided.”
This provision is very significant and is essential to help ensure the health and welfare of breeding dogs. Many of these dogs are repeatedly
bred and live under very stressful conditions.
To promote their well-being, the Alliance insisted that a requirement for an annual veterinary examination of each dog be written into the new
CCPA. The dog breeders’ efforts to weaken this provision have failed. The long time practice of paying veterinarians to simply walk through
the barns and kennel buildings, without ever actually taking the dogs out of their cages to exam them to verify that the dogs are healthy, is
coming to an end. The attending veterinarians will now be required to perform a thorough hands-on physical examination.
Thank you so much for your letters of support for a hands-on examination. An adequate veterinary examination is crucial to ensure the welfare
of dogs in mass breeding establishments. Your efforts are truly making a difference.
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Rosie - 2012
“Face of the Alliance”

We Salute Recent Contributors

LEGISLATIVE CIRCLE ($5,000 or above)
Anonymous
Carol House Furniture
Roger and Gloria Crouch
Chris Kaplan
TJ and Dale Lindhorst
Joseph and Gwenn Mathews
SPEAKER ($2,500 - $4,999)
David and Kelly Backes
Marion and Van Lear Black
Estate of Ken DeNeal, Sr.
Nancy Grove
Joe Hanon
FLOOR LEADER ($1,000 - $2,499)
Gary Ault and Cathy McCredie
Ron Berg and Sherri Stamper
Gretchen and Robert Bernardi
Amy Cox and Steve Moore
Five Acres Animal Shelter
John Forti
James and Dudley Grove
Marcela Holder
Mim Langdon
Mary Massey
Sandy and Dan Mickelson
Ward and Sarah Newman
Suzanne Phelan
Garth Silvey
Joann Stephan
Susan Taylor
Jean Wall
LOBBYIST ($500 - $999)
Richard and Mary Beth Brown
Mary Bruckmann
Susan and Larry Carafiol
Jean Childers
Ellen Cox
Allene Davidson
Melissa Dean
Ken and Joyce DeNeal, Jr.
Ann and Jim Dillon
Julie Dubman
Mary Ferguson
Catherine Friedmann
Jim and Cathy Gidcumb
Rebecca and Mark Hadfield
Michael Lazar
Nancy Leonard and Craig Nichols
Amanda Moen
Harlan and Anne Pals
Wayne Seltzer
Richard and Nancy Singer
Diann and Al Valenti
Bob and Jennifer Walpert
ADVOCATE ($250 - $499)
Dianna Adorjan
Michelle Baker
Mary Ballard
Janette Boehm
Charles and Carole Borchelt
Keith and Carolyn Carey
Theresa Didion
Brook and Melissa Dubman
Ken and Linda Fenton
Denise Fields and Larry Garrett
Narbeli Galindo
Sue and John Gassner
Jim and Karinn Granger
Richard Hemphill and Janet Heitzig
Debbie and Carl Hill
Steve and Jill Hoven
Paula and Tom Hubbard
Amanda Itoku
Debby Kilbourne
Jeff Kinman
Scott Lipp
Tammy Martin
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Terrye and Jim Curran
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Susan Davidson
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Dogwood Farm
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Wayne Hunthausen, DVM
Madonna Kennedy
Ann Korschgen
Diane Kruse
Judith Laber
Barbara Lach-Smith
Doris Leffridge Vaughn
Rebecca Leinenbach
Alan Lemley
Grace Mazzoni
Janet McCann
Jean McIntosh
Lois Moore
Thomas Morhaus
Jillian Murphy
Kris Nicholas
Elizabeth and Ben Niven
James B. Nutter and Company
Faye Beth O’Byrne
Operation SPOT
Mary Paulsell
Judy Peil
Lisa Pelofsky
Kaye Petsick
Shirley Pfister
Wendy Piatek
Melodee Placial
Simon and Vickie Pursifull
Steve and Jacqueline Rouff
Sonny and Laura Saggar
Niloo Sarraf
Kathleen Schenhard

Bob Schure
Brad and Janet Schwartz
Shelly Solem
Susan Sontag
Jill Sparks
Todd and Valerie Terry
Kim and Gregg Thorsen
Edward and Connie Throop
Lois Tomazi
Nathan and Kellie Wagner
Anne and Tim Walkenhorst
Kathleen Walsch-Shelli
William and Betsy Wendell
Amanda Werle and Brian Sigmung
Deborah Williams
Libby Williams
Coralee and Robert Williams
Bonnie Witt
Coleman Woolery
Ethel Worthington
Michael and Rebecca Zaccarello
FRIEND (up to $99)
Anonymous
John Adams
Ramona Allen
Richard Ambler
Paula and Stephen Archer
Karen Badalucco
Richard and Palmeta Baier
Cindy Baker
Cecily Barker
Carol Barrett
Kelly Beard-Tittone
Matt Bell
Linda Berghofer
Tom Bewley
Vicky Biondo
Karen Bisset
Melody and Ron Black
Lesley Blank
Dana Bleakley
Marilyn Blumoff
Barbara Boltz
Benjamin Bono
Diana Bono
Wendy and Les Borowsky
Benita and Burton Boxerman
Stacie Bradshaw
Vivian Brill
Paul Brittain
Jason R. Brown
Kim Brown
Jean and Tony Bruns
Wes Buffington
Emily Bumpus
Kanda Burnham
Donnie Burns
Bernadette Byers
Meagan Campbell
Paul Cantu
Diane Cantwell
Carol Carr
Iris Carr
Thomas Carroll
Sheila Carroll
Linda Carroll
William and Sue Carroll
Sena Carroz
Thelma Carter
Jacqueline Casnar
Mary Caylor
Heather Chaney
Debbie Childs
Alice Clark
Yvonne and James Clarke
Jeanne and Gene Clauson
Linda Clay
Jan Cohen
David Coleman
Marion Commerford
James and Jane Connett
Claire Conway

Deborah Cook
Linda Cottrell
Frances Crissman
Betty Crowder
Susan Dennehy
Stephen Disch
Connie Dobbins
Meredith Doyle
James Drane
Ron and Theresa Dulinsky
Gary Duncan and Randy Valesquez
Glenda Durnell
Barbara England
Carolyn Fernandez
Kelli and Gabriel Fleck
Mike Fleming
Mare Florentino
Eleanor Folk
Kathleen Franke
John and Jennifer Fultz
Kenneth Gaal
Gloria Gale
Jeanne Garofalo
Mellissa Garris
Sharon Gartin
Darla Gault
Jan Gerstlauer
Gary and Lillian Giessow
Carol Giles-Straight
Kathleen Gillera
Laura Gonslaves
Enya Gracechild
Joan Graffeo
Nancy Greco
Phyliss Greenfield
Christine Gregory
Peter and Joanne Griffin
Vicki Grimwade
Lori Haas
Karla Hader
Ann Hagedorn
Mary Haslip
Linda Halford and Gene Davison
Kristy and Craig Haney
Bertha Hargrove
Christie Hart
Jennie Hayter
Carolyn Hazzard
Alexandra Heckart
Sonja Helm
Dustin Hendel
Chris Henning
Susette Hilsabeck
Johnny Holland
Kathleen Horgan
Albert Horine
Diane Ignatowski
Sandra Jannick
Debbie Jester
Carol Jose
Terry Ann Kapp
Janice Keith
Ryane and Virginia Keithley
Colleen Kennedy
Lucinda Kerns
Deana King
Cynthia Klatt
Phil Kline
Dolores Koester
Dainna Kohlenberger
Terri and Neil Komosny
Rick LaMonica
Matt LaForte
Margaret Lahmeyer
Judy and Cliff LaMotte
Dennis and Elaine Lang
Jayne Langham
Amanda and Wally Laws
Lynne Lazar
Judy Lazarus
Lila Leipard
Mechele Leon
Ingrid Lettner

Jean Light
Celeste Lindell
Veronica Loseman
Laura Lovedahl
Annemarie Lucas
Jaquelyn Luongo
William Madosky
Joy Magnah
Lori Ann Mahaffy
Marie Mason
Kent McCall
Sally McCarthy
Mary McDonald
Lorrie McEachern
Maureen McEntire
Kelly McKiney
Amy Meyer
Jeff Miller
Kerrie Miller
Missouri State Humane Association
Leanna Moilanen
J. Montague
Mary Ann Moore
Katherine Morelli
Mary Morrissey
Ruth Mullikin
Linda Nicholson
Joan Nickum
Donna Nickum
Diana Nicolas
Patricia Noland
Mrs. Wesley Norris
Dan and Linda O’Hara
Janet Odman
Anita Parran
Kellian Partridge
John and Kate Patrick
Susan Pepperdine
Liz Pepperdine
Brunilda Perez
Carol Perkins
Sharon Pettus
Charlotte Pisoni
Ryan Polka
Denie Ponticello
Susan Pral
Cathy Prather
Stewart Preston
David and Paula Pritchett
Jean Racowsky
Mary Ragland
John Reiner
Steve Rettke
Mindy Reynolds
Betty Richards
Kathy and James Roberts
Jessica Robinson
Jennifer Robinson
Jan Rogers
Lorene Roland
Cynthia Rosen
Vona Rothfusz
Helen Sample
Judy and Jim Sander
Jorge Santana
Kim Schaefer
Mary Jo Schaffer
Kirstie Scheer
Marylyn and Roland Schiller
Carolyn Schlueter
Doug Schneider
Helen Schultz
Mary Schwartz
Kathryn Scott
Adele Sellers
Dolores and Lewis Shank
Jim and Dianna Shank
Liz and Steve Shelledy
Sharon Sienaski
Sandra Sites
Tina Smith
Andrew Smith
Pam Snyder

Joyce Sonn
Marci and Lisa Soto
Al and Sharon Southern
Kathy Steiner
Jay Stephan
Russell Stone
Holly Stumpf
Charles and Verla Sullivan
Pamela Sumners
Johnny and Kimberly Tabales
Carl and Dayla Tharet
Kim and Richard Thoma
Tina Marie Thomas
Kim and John Thompson
Will Tibbs
Angela Topf
Jan Tracy
Rosilee and Phil Trotta
Judith Trout
Kimberly Van Meter
Belynda Van Meter
Lisa and Matt Vorst
Scott Walpole
Michele Walters
Christine Warta
Carol and John Watts
Carol Weinhold
Gary White
Betty Whiteside
Susan Wibbenmeyer
Dorothy and James Wilhite
Jennifer Williams
Linda Wilson
Amy Wilson
Kathryn Wirth
Kathy Wise
Doris Yohe
Trevelyn and Dorothy Zander
Robin Zeplin
Paulette Zimmerman
Jill Zook

Gifts in Honor of….
Hannah Blumoff by Marilyn Blumoff
60th Wedding Anniversary of Jan and
Sid Schoenfeld by Jean Racowsky
80th Birthday of Jan Schoenfeld
by Jean Racowsky
Nancy Grove by Pamela Sumners
Amanda Moen by Kathleen Walsch-Shelli
Bob Baker by Libby Williams
All Animals by Ethel Worthington
Nancy Grove’s Birthday by Joann Stephan
Joann Stephan by Jay Stephan
Gifts in Honor of Companions….
“Fritz” by Tina Marie Thomas
“Coleene” and “Bone” by Darla Gault
“Chloe” by Tom Bewley
“Bud” the purebred brown dog
by Jean and Tony Bruns
“Maggie” by Diane Cantwell
“Cally” by Mary Caylor
“Delaney” and “Haley” by Heather Chaney
“Ricky”, “Fred”, “Lucy”, “Teddy”, “Lacy”
and “Louis” by Terrye and Jim Curran
“Tiger” by Lila Leipard
“Ozzie” by Jaquelyn Luongo
“Cholo”, “Shy Boy” and “Leroy”
by Maureen McEntire
“Molly” by Simon and Vickie Pursiful
“Smarty Marty” by Mary Ragland
“Brandy” and “Phoebe” by Judy and
Jim Sander
“Chance”, “Luke”, “Lucia”, “Mya”, “Gwenie”
and “Tobie” by Charles and Verla Sullivan
Gifts in Memory of…
Kathryn Baker by Nancy Grove, TJ and
Dale Lindhorst
Ken DeNeal, Sr. by Anonymous,
Nancy Grove, Diann and Al Valenti,

The following list of donors includes donations received from
July 1, 2011 through March 31, 2012. We apologize for any errors
or omissions. Please call 314.361.3944 to make corrections

Elizabeth and Ben Niven, Joann Stephan
Jean Stevens by Jean Racowsky
Stanley Shapiro by Mary Schwartz
Raymond Barrett by Carol Barrett
Shaun W. Carlile by Dianne Carlile
Ken Inskip by Susan Dennehy
Mrs. Jimmie Hankey by Russell Stone
Robert Stumpf by Holly Stumpf
Gifts in Memory of Companions…
“George” and “Tina” by Graze Mazzoni
“Millie” by Mechele Leon
“Nefer” by Jean Light
“Mindy” by Linda Cottrell
“Symphony” Wankel by Nancy Grove
“Ladybug” by Mary Schwartz
“Smoky”, “Foxy” and “Sweet Pea”
by Adele Sellers
“Max” Seltzer by Wayne Seltzer
“Molly” Sander by Leanna Moilanen
“Lucky” by Jan Rogers
“Molly” McAllister by Jean McIntosh
“Barney”Wooten by Jean McIntosh
“Fuzzy” by Sena Carroz
“Tucker” Sincoff by Doris Leffridge Vaughn
“Pawnee pets” by Dana Bleakley
“Pixie” by Janie Brandel
“Customer” the cat by Paul Brittain
“Sheeba” Schafer by Jennifer Robinson
“Pixie” by Diana Nicolas
“Holly” by Kaye Petsick
“Jules” by Ryan Polka
“Archie” by Nancy Shepherd
“Spot” by Pam Snyder
“Ally” Kelly-Sincox by Kathy Steiner
“Zachary”, “Lou”, “Sam”, “Sidni”,“Sissy”
and “Snoopy” by Kimberly Van Meter
“Fritzie” by Paulette Zimmerman
Thank you to the following individuals for
your in-kind donations since July 1, 2011
Ron Berg and Sherri Stamper
Janette Boehm
Canine Momentum Training Solutions
Cat Tracks Designs
Kris and Mira Flint
John Forti, NCD Tech
Nancy Grove
Joan Nickum
Stewart Preston, KAMA, Inc.
Tap This! Bar and Mancave Store
Angela Topf
Mary Wandling
Amy Wilson
Mardi Growl 2011 In-Kind Donors
Abundant Moments Photography
American Heartland Theatre
Amore Chocolate Pizza Company
Andrea Abrams
AustinWalsh Photography
Alistair Tutton Photography
Angela Topf
Beco Flowers
Beer Kitchen
Bella and Company
Black Bamboo
Blue Dog Bakery
Bob Walkenhorst
Boomeroos.comCanine Momentum Training
Solutions
Boulevard Brewing Co.
Brookside Barkery and Bath
Cardinal Hill Golf Course
Celebrity Chef Celina Tio
Christian Youth Theater
Comedy City
Corbin Bronze
Costco
Coterie Family Theatre
Crossroads Coffeehouse
Cupini’s
Daisy’s Diva Designs

Dawn Sparks/Arbonne
Delish! Catering
Dick Gooch
Dog Pawz Play N Stay
Dove Chocolate Discoveries
Drew Davis Law Firm
Dutch Flowers
Dysart Taylor Law Firm
Eclectic Stem
Elaina G Photography
encompas Office Supply
Extra Virgin
Fahrmeier Family Vineyards
Fiorella’s Jack Stack Barbecue
Fox and Hound
Fresher Than Fresh Snowcones
Furry Angel Pet Memorials
Garmin International
Garozzos’ Ristorante
Glace Artisan Ice Cream
Hamburger Mary’s
Hammerpress
Humane Society of Greater
Kansas City
Indigo Wild
Janesko Fine Art
Janette Boehm
Jose Peppers
Kaci Moran
Kansas City Repertory Theatre
Kansas City Royals
Kansas City Zoo
Kim Scott/Scentsy
KISS Dog Training
Krystal Eddings/Body by Vi
La Bodega
Loch Lloyd Golf Course
Maya Yoga
Mike Regnier Photography
MOOD Candles
Moxie Catering
Narbeli’s Imports
Nevaeh Aveda Concept Salon
Noodles and Co.
Original Juan
Pampered Paws Grooming
Paw Prints Radio Show
Perkins
PRP Wine International
Roasterie Cofee
Queen of Paws
Ron Berg Event Space
Ron Berg Photo
Salty Iguana
Sam’s Club
Sandy Mickelson
Shelly Reeves Smith
Sirius Pet Therapy
Sister Act Face Painting
Skyline Salon
Snow and Co.
Soft Pull Leashes
Spin Pizza
Stanford’s Comedy Club
Steve Gibson Photography
Studio Dan Meiners
Swirk Jewelry
Tap This! Bar and Mancave Store
Target Stores
The College Basketball Experience
The Mystery Train
Time Warner Cable
Unicorn Theatre
U Wash Puppy
Velvet Dog
Waldo Pizza
Wilks Broadcasting
Wine Flights Bistro
Entertainment
Lyndall Blake – Photography
Shot Bee Photography

ALLIANCE CREATES
ADVISORY COMMITTEE

The Alliance is pleased to announce the
formation of an Advisory Committee to assist
the organization in its efforts to improve the
welfare of animals in Missouri. According to
Dale Lindhorst, Alliance President, the purpose of our Advisory Committee “is to bring
together a committed group of individuals
who have a strong and continued interest in
supporting the mission of the Alliance. I am
delighted to have the expertise and experience of these committed individuals to draw
on as we move forward in our efforts to enact
animal welfare legislation and to ensure the
effective enforcement of our current laws and
regulations to protect animals. We could
not have found a more dedicated group of
individuals.”
The following individuals
represent the Advisory Committee:
Ron Berg, Kansas City
Gretchen Bernardi, Edwardsville, IL
Ann Compton, Springfield
Roger Crouch, Lathrop
Senator Pat Dougherty, St. Louis
Steve Kaufman, St. Louis
Nancy Leonard, Kansas City
Amy Levin, St. Louis
Mary Paulsell, Columbia
Brad Schwartz, St. Louis
Barb Lach-Smith, Kansas City
Sherri Stamper, Kansas City
Amy Wilson, St. Louis
Poker for Pooches In-Kind Donors
Beer Kitchen
Big League Events
Bonefish Grill
Boulevard Brewing Co.
Fox and Hound
Freddy T’s
Frontera’s
Gaslight Grill
Hooters
Joe’s Crab Shack
Kansas City Royals
KC Hoppps
Longhorn Steakhouse
McGuire’s Smokehouse
Nick and Jake’s
Old Chicago
Old Town Pizza
On the Border
Outback
Outlaw Cigar
Pei Wei
Pizza Shoppe
Red Lobster
Salty Iguana
Sarpino’s Pizza
Seventy Seven South
Spin Pizza
Talk of the Town
The Other Place
Wil Jenny’s
Open Your Heart In-Kind Donors
Bentley Studio, Ltd.
Framations Art Gallery
Jill Hoven
Open Your Heart Committee
RBO PrintLogistix
Dana Susman-Berg
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